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Objectives of a lighting hierarchy
A lighting hierarchy – or a lighting master plan – develops 
a system for defining and meeting various societal needs.

   A good lighting concept gives structure and orientation.

   Lighting design makes the city unique.

   Lighting bridges main urban spaces.

   Light enhances neighbourhood characteristics.

   A lighting hierarchy preserves the darkness.

   A lighting master plan defines the city’s overall 
appearance.

How to create a lighting hierarchy
   Define objectives for the lighting hierarchy.

   Develop lighting categories for the different types of 
urban spaces.

   Integrate existing lighting concepts.

   Understand spatial relationships between various 
neighbourhoods.

   Accentuate the city’s prominent architecture.

What is a lighting hierarchy?
Every city has its own type of urban environment: important 
buildings or monuments with historical or cultural background, 
public areas with a certain atmosphere, unique landscapes, 
commercial centres, and residential spaces.1, 2

A lighting hierarchy is about giving an importance to this 
special formation of the city. For instance, the Town Hall 
should be the brightest façade in the city, instead of a 
department store. High-traffic streets are brighter than 

streets with low traffic. Lighting can act as a guide for people 
to navigate around the parks. In a dim environment, we 
need less light to give a spatial accent compared to brighter 
surroundings. The lighting hierarchy makes it feasible to have 
darker areas with less light without losing safety.

A responsible lighting helps people to orient, adds safety to 
traffic, and prevents crimes. And, at the same time, lighting 
creates a beautiful city filled with lively energy.

Creating a “lighting hierarchy” 
Wisely planned urban lighting reduces the negative effects of illumination  

and emphasizes the special features of the city.

social acceptance | factsheet #1

LIGHTING HIERARCHY

A lighting hierarchy – or a lighting 
master plan – allows the city to be more 
environmentally sustainable. A lighting 
hierarchy helps to avoid problems associated 
with a harmful lighting (e.g. light pollution).
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social acceptance | factsheet #1

LIGHTING HIERARCHY

A lighting hierarchy  
reduces overall brightness  
and light pollution
A lighting hierarchy defines the maximum luminance for the 
city’s important places and buildings, and subsequently, the 
appropriate brightness level for less important façades around 
the city. Following the same principle, private lighting should 
always be less bright than lighting for priority features. In the 
overall lighting scheme, it is also important to consider the 
surrounding brightness. Using a lighting hierarchy, the city 
should limit the maximum luminance and the surrounding 
brightness through a policy for the use of individual lighting in 
shop-windows, windows, walls, and roofs.

Example: The luminance of the façade of the Town Hall in Hamburg is 
pretty low; it is about 3–4 Candela per square meter.

A lighting hierarchy creates a 
safer environment around the city
A lighting hierarchy also includes considerations for the street 
lights. By defining a hierarchy based on the typology of streets 
or paths, traffic intensity, environment, and road safety, the 
city can achieve lower brightness for the overall city without 
necessarily compromising the public’s safety. 

Human eyes adapt to brightness. Therefore, it is critical to 
provide a low brightness-contrast for the surroundings to 

prevent glare, while maintaining regularity of the luminance 
level for the streets. It is also important to take into account 
the overall illuminance for the public areas.

Example: Illumination for the paths in a park. It is safer for the public 
to illuminate a single path with the highest traffic, than to illuminate 
multiple paths and scattering the traffic flow.

What is special about the city? 2, 3

With a lighting hierarchy, the public can better understand 
important places and buildings around the city. Lighting 
visualises skylines and essential structures, highlighting 
unique features of the chosen space. A well-developed lighting 
hierarchy assists the citizens by giving a visual guidance for 
spatial identification.

Example: Lake Binnenalster, in the inner city of Hamburg, is a lake in 
darkness. The  surrounding façades are illuminated with warm white 
light. The Town Hall in the background, with historical and political 
importance, is brighter than the office buildings and department stores. 
Through the lighting contrast from the dark lake, the lighting hierar-
chy can be achieved with only a small amount of lighting and energy 
consumption.

References:

1 Oldenziel, Ruth et al: (2016): Cycling Cities: The European Experience. Hundred 
years of Policy and Practice. Eindhoven/Munich. 

2 Light on the green path (2017): https://lightingmetropolis.com/projects_post/
light-on-the-green-path/

3 Gouvernement du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg (2018): Mouvement 
écologique (Leitfaden „Gutes Licht“ im Außenraum für das Großherzogtum 
Luxemburg. Wirkung nächtlicher, künstlicher Beleuchtung auf Fauna und Flora). 
Luxembourg. www.emwelt.lu 
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Related fact sheets: 
economy #3

Light pollution affects biodiversity
It is important to protect the environment from the harmful effects of lighting.  

Our welfare relies on the pollination of animals.

Impact of light pollution  
on biodiversity
Many organisms, including humans, have evolved molecular circadian rhythms 
controlled by natural day-night cycles, which play key roles in metabolism, 
growth, and behaviour. A substantial proportion of global biodiversity is 
nocturnal (30% of all vertebrates and more than 60% of all invertebrates). 

Artificial light threatens biodiversity by changing the night behaviour of 
organisms, e.g. insects getting attracted to street luminaires. In Germany, each 
street light kills about 6.8 million insects every night in the summer. Birds, fish 
and amphibians also become confused by the presence of artificial light, which 
results in death due to exhaustion or collision with other birds. In addition, light 
pollution restricts the population of night predators, as they can only hunt in 
the darkness of a natural setting. 

For plants, artificial light extends the growth period and causes early leaf out, 
impacting the wider composition of the floral community.1

How to protect biodiversity 
from light pollution2, 3, 4

  Reduce the overall light output.

  Use luminaires with direct light distribution (full cut off lighting).

  Choose warm white light colour for public lighting.

  Provide regulations for the maximum luminance level, size, and 
placement for advertising panels. 

  Restrict sky beamer light shows (or limit to minimum periods).

  Install insect-tight luminaires.

  Reduce illumination in areas close to nature and parks.

  Use light control systems to lower the illumination level during 
the times of low traffic.

social acceptance | factsheet #2

LIGHT POLLUTION  
AND BIODIVERSITY

Natural light controls circadian 
rhythms of living organisms 
and also influences seasonal 
processes. Unnecessary artificial 
light causes serious malfunctions 
in these biological natures. Light 
pollution causes many organisms 
to die, and humans also can suffer 
from health issues.

About 50% of all known animal 
species are insects that are 
essential for pollination. They 
are extremely sensitive to light. 
Ensure that all requirements are 
met for nature protection in city 
lighting design.

http://www.lucia-project.eu


social acceptance | factsheet #2

LIGHT POLLUTION AND BIODIVERSITY

Where, when, and how much light?
It is important to develop lighting concepts with a 
consideration of biodiversity to avoid harmful lighting 
concepts (e.g. sky and façade lighting) that can harm the 
surrounding nature. The amount of light depends on the 
urban environment. 

In designing lighting for festivities and advertising placards 
with LED, be careful in making decisions about the place and 
time of the light shows, in order to not disturb nearby living 
organisms.

   Only provide the needed amount of artificial light, in 
accordance with the surrounding and the vulnerability 
of living organisms nearby.

  Use shielded luminaires.

  Provide temporary lighting by precisely controlling where 
and when the light is needed.

  Switch off the artificial lights at times of low traffic 
and during critical periods for light-sensitive organisms 
(e.g. migration or hunting time).

Consequences of growing 
brightness (luminosity)
More and more cities are transforming public spaces into 
places of residence , resulting in a growing usage of artificial 
light for night time visibility. Over the past decades, the 
brightness level of major cities has increased tremendously. 
Higher brightness levels create a positive image, and people 
tend to equate brightness to safety. However, the nature 
suffers with a huge loss of biodiversity. 

In an urban environment, insects actively congregate around 
the light sources and die of exhaustion, become an easy 
catch, starve to death, or burn inside a luminaire. Hence, light 
pollution harm insects by reducing their total biomass and 
population size, and by changing the relative composition of 
the population, all of which can extend the negative influence 
further up the food chain. 

Furthermore, migratory fish and birds can become confused 
by artificial lighting, resulting in excessive loss of energy 
and spatial impediments to migration, resulting in reduced 
migratory success. Daytime feeders extend their activity 
under illumination, putting an increased predation pressure 
on nocturnal species.

Humans are not an exception when it comes to suffering from 
light pollution. Artificial light at night affects our melatonin 
production and can lead to symptoms like insomnia. 

References:

1 Hänel, Andreas (2019): Light pollution in cities – challenges between 
marketing, public safety and environment. (Unpublished) Presentation 
07.11.2019 – Workshop-Economy of Public Lighting. Hamburg. 

2 Eisenbeis, Gerhard (2013): Lichtverschmutzung und die Folgen für nachtaktive 
Insekten. In: Held, Martin / Hölker, Franz / Jessel, Beate (Edit.). Schutz der Nacht 
–Lichtverschmutzung, Biodiversität und Nachtlandschaft. Bundesamt für 
Naturschutz. Bonn.

3 Fisher, Luci (2016): Understanding light pollution. In: Cities and lighting. 
The LUCI network magazine. No. 8-2016; pp 14-19.

4 Haupt, Heiko (2013): Lichtverschmutzung und die Folgen für Zugvögel. 
In: Held, Martin / Hölker, Franz / Jessel, Beate (Edit.). Schutz der Nacht –
Lichtverschmutzung, Biodiversität und Nachtlandschaft. Bundesamt für 
Naturschutz. Bonn.
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Related fact sheets: 
economy #1 | technology #5

Preserving darkness in the city 
Dark sky preservation raises awareness of city lighting concept as a whole.  

Avoiding over lighting reveals darkness as a part of the natural environment.

Where is the dark sky?
Brightness is often related to positive feelings. Light 
represents the modern age and economic prosperity. 
With a rapid industrial development, the amount of 
light in the cities has increased tremendously. A large 
amount of both direct and reflected artificial light 
gets diffused through airborne particles in an urban 
environment. As a result, the “light-domes” above our 
cities have grown more than 5% each year. And today, 
we can no longer see the stars of the night sky.1

The stars or the Milky Way are not visible at night 
due to the light-domes. City children can no longer 
experience the virtue of history and culture of seeing 
stars at night. Scientists have to relocate their 
observatories to remote suburban areas, outside the 
city environment. And with the diminishing number of 
available observatory spaces, the field of astronomic 
research is getting limited. 

Ways to protect dark sky 
in an urban environment

  Integrate the field of astronomy to education 
curriculum in public schools.

  Raise awareness for problems associated with the 
use of artificial lights through public workshops and 
discussion forums. For instance, organise city-wide 
“dark walks” for the general public.

  Protect darkness for areas around the observatories 
through policy regulations to allow for sensual 
experiences.

  Develop and adopt a lighting masterplan that  
incorporates sustainable design and environmentally 
friendly technology to a city-wide lighting regulation.

social acceptance | factsheet #3

DARKNESS IN THE CITY

Identifying dark zones can bring back the 
tradition of sensual experiences related to 
seeing stars at night. Taking actions to preserve 
“dark sky” in an urban environment can lead 
to overall increase in energy efficiency and 
sustainability for the city. The identification 
of dark zones in the city does not compromise 
security and the feeling of safety for the public.
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social acceptance | factsheet #3

DARKNESS IN THE CITY

Precedents for “dark sky parks” and 
“dark sky communities” in cities
There are several areas in Europe that are officially designated 
as “dark sky parks” or “dark sky reserves”. A dark sky park 
aims to provide darkness by lowering the usage of artificial 
light, to protect natural habitats and the view of the night 
sky. This provides important cultural, educational, and scenic 
values for the citizens. A dark sky reserve offers additional 
features for science and discoveries. In these parks, one can 
see the moon, bright stars, sometimes the brightest planets or 
even the Milky Way with the naked eye. 

Additionally, “dark sky communities” use high quality 
luminaires to foster public engagement. All of these 
communities as a whole can bring additional economic 
benefits to cities as well as tourist attractions.

Examples in Germany: Westhavelland (dark sky reserve),  
Rhön (dark sky reserve), Fulda (dark sky community).5

Reducing light 
pollution2, 3, 4

  Reduce the overall light output in the city.

  Use luminaires with direct light distribution 
(full cut off lighting).

  Choose warm white light colour for the 
public lighting.

  Provide regulations for the maximum 
luminance level, size, and placement for 
advertising panels. 

  Restrict (or limit to minimum periods) 
sky beamer light shows.

  Create dark areas with a comfortable and 
welcoming atmosphere, to invite citizens 
to adjust to darkness and observe stars at 
night. 

  Use light control systems to lower the 
illumination level during times of low traffic. 

  Implement an environmentally friendly 
lighting design.

References:

1 Fisher, Luci (2016): Understanding light pollution. In: Cities and lighting.  
The LUCI network magazine. No. 8-2016; pp 14-19.

2 Corten, Isabelle (2016): Participative light planning. In: The LUCI network 
magazine. No. 8-2016; pp 28-29.

3 Held, Martin/ Hölker, Franz: (2013): Ökologie der Zeit und künstliche  
Beleuchtung in der Nacht. In: Held, Martin / Hölker, Franz / Jessel, Beate (Edit.). 
Schutz der Nacht – Lichtverschmutzung, Biodiversität und Nachtlandschaft. 
Bundesamt für Naturschutz. Bonn.

4 Gouvernement du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg (2018): Mouvement écologique 
(Leitfaden „Gutes Licht“ im Außenraum für das Großherzogtum Luxemburg. 
Wirkung nächtlicher, künstlicher Beleuchtung auf Fauna und Flora). Luxembourg. 
www.emwelt.lu 

5 https://www.darksky.org/our-work/conservation/idsp/communities/  
https://www.darksky.org/our-work/conservation/idsp/communities/fulda-germany/  
https://www.darksky.org/our-work/conservation/idsp/reserves/rhon/  
https://www.darksky.org/our-work/conservation/idsp/reserves/westhavelland/

See also: www.darksky.org

Kragemosen is one of several areas where there is close to zero light pollution 
on the Danish island of Samsø.
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Related fact sheets: 
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social acceptance | factsheet #4

VANDALISM

Can lighting reduce vandalism?  
Protecting public property from damage 
There are different types of environments in the city. Identifying places where vandalism 

occurs more often has an effect on how to organize the urban lighting.

Key factors for responsible lighting: 
eliminate the cover of darkness
Site and building considerations to minimise crime:

  Lighting at valuable points: If total lighting around entire building, stations, 
or tunnels is not affordable, lighting can be concentrated around exterior 
openings, such as entry doors, ticket booths, intersections, windows, intake/ 
exhaust louvres, grills, panels, ladders, etc.

  Security lighting around buildings: lighting should be provided all around the 
buildings – a well-lighted building prevents attempts at unlawful activities

  Lighting for parking bus stations, bicycle and car parkings: establishing 
a good lighting layout allows light to be well-spread throughout public lots, 
protecting public property from vandalism/damage and making users feel safe.

Damage on public property 
has several causes, e.g. 
general spatial planning – 
monotone housing areas; 
“dark” corners, huge 
shopping malls in peri-
urban areas, etc. Check 
areas within your city with 
high rate of damage and 
identify problems. Integrate 
and encourage public 
participation and sensitise 
the inhabitants for their 
areas’ safety concerns.

BRIGHTER DOES  
NOT MEAN SAFER

Vandalism: the act of intentionally 
damaging property belonging to other 
people – “physical damage,” “intentionality,” 
“owned by someone else.”

Public lighting and vandalism
Municipalities are confronted with material damage on public properties. Damages 
are caused not only towards public luminaires but also to “city furniture” and private 
property, at train and bus stations, in pedestrian/cyclist tunnels and fountains 
(with luminaires), etc. 

Lighting is a key factor for the safety of our daily life. It is required to prevent crime  
and identify potential risks. For many years, public utilities and municipalities have  
been using luminaires to help eliminate the problems of vandalism. 

However, brighter does not mean safer. A lit-up ground does not necessarily mean 
a bright sky. Smart lighting that directs light where it is needed creates a balance  
between safety and starlight. When risks are carefully considered, local authorities  
can safely reduce street lighting, saving both economic costs and energy without 
necessarily impacting negatively on road traffic collisions and crime. 
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According to a study of London Street lighting and crime in 20111, there is no evidence 
that increased lighting reduces total crime. Bad outdoor lighting can, in fact, decrease 
safety by making victims and property easier to see. Similarly, the Chicago Alley Lighting 
Project2 showed a correlation between brightly-lit alleys and increased crime.
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Choosing durable luminaires
  Check how producers “test” their lights.

  Check the “safety class” of lamps which might indicate “sustainability”. 

  Anti-vandal luminaires: vandal-resistant luminaires have mechanical 
properties that allow it to be protected against break-in (e.g. anti-
tearing, difficulty to disassembly, specially shaped screws, strong 
mechanical resistance) - intended for specific applications such as public 
passages or penitentiaries.

  Lighting for “high vandal risk” areas (e.g. subways, waiting areas, 
parking garages etc.) typically have features like: stainless steel or 
aluminium housing, impact resistant covers and secure locks, fast and 
easy installation (adjustable cable channels that can be fitted to any 
architectural environment).

Solutions for public places 
often affected by damage
Different public services require different solutions. 
Examples of this are public elevators, toilets, public 
transport, public tunnels, parks, narrow pathways, etc.

  Place lights in strategic locations around the property, to 
lower the chance of criminal activity in an area and serve as 
a deterrent with the implementation of automated motion 
sensors.

  Install LED based white-light illuminators to deliver perfect 
light for use with colour cameras. LED white-light simulates 
daylight unlike most standard incandescent sources and will 
illuminate images, brightening chosen areas.

  Use taller light poles to avoid damage to the luminaires.

Example: In Hamburg, the minimum of 2 m height is required for the 
 light-pole. Knee-high luminaires are not suitable to use in Hamburg due 
to the high probability of damage.

social acceptance | factsheet #4

VANDALISM

References:

1 Steinbach, Rebecca; Perkins, Chloe et al. (2015): London Street Lighting:  
https://jech.bmj.com/content/jech/69/11/1118.full.pdf  

2 Morrow, Erica N.; Hutton, Shawn A. et al. (2000): Chicago Alley lighting 
Project: https://www.csu.edu/cerc/researchreports/documents/
ChicagoAlleyLightingProject2000_000.pdf

Top:  Alter Elbtunnel, Hamburg, Germany.  
Public historical tunnel for cyclists and pedestrians 

under river Elbe.
Bottom: Public transport hub Gamlestads Torg, 

Göteborg, Sweden.
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social acceptance | factsheet #5

PRIVATE SECTOR CO-OPERATION

The role of the private sector  
in public lighting planning

Enhancing co-operation between public and private sector in lighting planning  
engages different stakeholders in improving city development.

Benefits of including the private 
sector in lighting planning1, 2

Due to urbanisation, cities are growing intensively with a rapid growth of 
population. This leads to an expansion of industrial and shopping areas. 
Concentrated energy use leads to greater light pollution with significant 
impact on human health and surrounding ecology.

Cities should identify specific target groups such as industry, retail, and 
sports clubs, and empower them to use and understand sustainable 
lighting concepts. By creating private-public partnerships, cities can 
provide more holistic and comprehensive lighting master plans, to reduce 
the overall brightness of the urban environment and the wider impacts 
of light pollution. Incorporation of private sectors is a key element in 
successful urban planning.

Heading towards more liveable and 
sustainable cities requires involving 
target groups – industry, retailers, etc.3

  The UN defined the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) to provide 
guidelines for building sustainable societies around the globe. The goals 
include “decent work and economic growth” (SDG 8) and “sustainable 
cities and communities” (SDG 11).

  Industrial areas are mostly located far away from the city centre, close to 
urban green spaces near. These places often threaten ecosystems with 
an inefficient, unappealing, or unnecessary use of artificial lights with a 
lack of understanding for sustainable lighting concepts.

  The cities should include these industrial areas in their lighting 
investments by advising their architectonical concepts and choice of 
lighting that best-suit their needs.

  Light pollution can also be caused by window lighting in retail areas 
around the inner cities. Therefore, it is necessary to empower retailers 
to invest in sustainable lighting concepts for shop windows, especially 
when the shops are closed at night.

Incorporate private sector and civil 
society (e.g. shop retailers, industries, 
sports clubs, etc.) into public lighting 
plans, also when lighting regulations 
are already in place.
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Identify target group-
specific technical 
and communication 
concepts

  Build an open platform for discussion 
between civil society, retailers, 
industries, experts, and policy makers.

  A wide range of disciplines need to be 
engaged and communicated.

  Both private and public sectors need to 
benefit from the decision being made; 
hence prior research is necessary to 
create questions based on the needs of 
all the stakeholders.

Methods and tools to involve target 
groups in lighting planning:

  “Round table” – regular public 
discussion forums.

  An integrated database with 
information from all sectors involved.

  Workshops and presentations to share 
expert knowledge.

  Excursions arranged by experts, to 
visit remote regions and share their 
insights.

Establish public-private 
partnerships

  The target group suggests the topic (e.g. industrial lighting, shop window 
lighting, etc.).

  Each target group prepare precise and specific questions for lighting design.

  Cities need to prepare answers and appropriate actions by involving a 
number of departments within their administration.

  Provide case studies for the target groups specific to the topic of discussion.

“Experts to Experts”
  Professional lighting experts can plan the lighting, also for private industrial 
buildings and retail shops.

  To bring different experts together, cities need to invest in prior research 
and prepare critical, yet innovative, questions.

  Bringing experts together could mean finding a middle ground for different 
interests (e.g. environmental protection from light pollution vs. economic 
prosperity and marketing efficiency).

  Addition of new third-party input can be helpful to enrich the discussion.

  The forum should incorporate an interdisciplinary framework to openly 
share different perspectives (e.g. urban planners vs. ecologists).

 I ndustries and retail businesses need to understand economic profits that 
can be obtained from installing sustainable lighting.

social acceptance | factsheet #5

PRIVATE SECTOR CO-OPERATION

References:

1 Hänel, Andreas (2019): Light pollution in cities – challenges between 
marketing, public safety and environment. (Unpublished) Presentation 
07.11.2019 – Workshop-Economy of Public Lighting. Hamburg.

2 Gouvernement du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg (2018): Mouvement 
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